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About This Content

Experience the power of the Burlington Northern (Phase I) GP50 with custom cab!

Features of the EMD GP50 - Burlington Northern (Phase I) include:

Custom Cab

Fan Animation

Night Lighting

Truck Sounds

Gecko Script

NOTE: To use this locomotive once installed you can find the locomotive under the Trainz Tab when searching for "EMD" in
surveyor.
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Genre: Simulation
Developer:
N3V Games
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2017
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EHH um dont really know lack of things but loads of action. Fun, easy and fraking adorable robots in this game.
Puzzle/Adventure and exploration. Nice sound fx and music, only issue I have with it is the camera can be a bit weird and auto
zoom or change when you least expect it to but otherwise looks cute and is free to try.. Bugged to the core ; crashes,
unpredictable hitboxes, animations that doesnt match, annoying physics, misleading UI, horrible screenshake, ugly fog of war.

Poor gameplay : it's shown as a game with versatile possibilities, but it's none of that. All the classes are the same (which have
totally ridiculous requierements to unlock, and hidden on top of that), the stealth approach is frustrating, the fight approach is
even more frustrating, item descriptions and effects aren't logic and some of them are straight up useless or bugged (special note
to the laser pen). There's also this all grind mechanic, where you can stack items for a level by repeatedly spamming the
previous level. This mechanic is super badly made, even for a grind game.

Misleading content : this isn't a roguelike or a roguelite. Despite maps being generated differently each time, it's always the
same. Mention that the random ennemies algorythm is also poorly made, leading into ridiculous generations where some
situations are impossible to solve or entire map parts unreachable. The crafting part is also very cheap, with repetitive automatic
crafts that you end crafting the same 5 items despite the "hundreds" of items (i haven't even dropped more than 20 different
items in 5 hours wtf ??).

Way WAY too overpriced. 26$ for this ? I expected more, and it's sad because i wanted to like this game in the beginning, but i
have to face the facts. This game feels like a rushed 5$ game and i don't even know if i would buy it for 5$.. Really fun and
great weapon feel. Like others have said, it may not look that exciting from the screenshots or video but once you're in the game
it's great and definitely worth the purchase for VR. The weapon unlocking is fair and difficulty is well balanced. Competing for
global scores helps to round out the game and give it more purpose beyond the existing game modes.. Super fun and satisfying!
Good amount of customizations and a ton of loot. Not to mention crafting and building possibilities. Multiple game modes
(including a Creative mode) and lot of replayability. The Developer is awesome. The Breviks are just awesome.

Highly recommend this game!. Really great but simple game graphics are lovely levels great i really enyoed the game. But the
are only 4 worlds other thanks that 8\/10
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high difficult level. The Enigmatis series has always been one of the better hidden object game series available. This game
specifically really ups the ante. Forget the lovely graphics and sounds, as many in this genre have that. What sets this game apart
is the way the NPCs, challenges, and plot are all woven together into a immersive story that makes this game feel more "alive"
than most other HOGs I've played.

The NPCs really add depth to the game with the interactions they have with you as you play through the story. If you like HOGs
at all this one should be at the top of your list!. Get this, fly some airplanes with me!

No reason not to now that it's free!. Took me roughly 20 minutes to 100%. Gave me an awful headache, for that reason I can't
recommend it. For achievement hunter's it's a no brainer, for everyone else, probably best to avoid.. Played this for a few hours
now and had a blast so far. Totally immersive if you love cycling and some great mods available. It\u2019s the first version of
the game I\u2019ve played so can\u2019t really advise either way if you already have 17. But anyone who likes cycling should
be getting this. Only slight issue so far is it seems a little easy, especially the levelling up in pro cyclist mode. It\u2019s tough to
win races at the start at least and it was a real buzz when I got that first win. Few graphical bugs here and there but no crashes
thus far. Strong recommend from me.. Quite an entretaining game. Good for the times you want to have a little challenge and
distract for a while.
I really enjoyed the game and I would reccomend it for relaxing and having a good time. Though some parts are a bit hard to
pass it is a really good game overall.. I love this game, BUT DONT CLICK SANDBOX MODE. I clicked sandbox mode when
the game loaded and I lose all my progress. I still have all of the weapons unlocked but the upgraded points were lost along with
all the missions!
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